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The Key to Unlocking

the HTX-IOO
by Edward Orcs AC3L

The Conversion

What 's the answer? A simple modification
to allow the transmit frequency to move in
sync with the receiver frequency when using
the RIT control. This mod takes only a few
minutes. is reversible (in case you change
your mind later) and really makes the radio a
pleasure to usc afterwards.

There are only two pans to this conversion.
You ' ll need a 6-inch piece of wire and a 10k
variab le resistor. Any 10k pot should work
fine.

To begin the conversion, first place the ra
dio on a flat SOFT surface (the cases of these
rigs seem to scratch easily) with the speaker
side down, and place the rig so the front is
faci ng you. Remove the top four cover screws
and the top cover. Locate the radio 's lamp
light. and follow the white leads down to the
green circuit board. Notice thai one of the
lamp's leads is connected to a point on the
board marked +8. Now look on the ci rcuit
board to the right of the +8 point. You should
see a white jumper plug. In front of this and
slightly 10 the left is a printed circuit board
trace li ne. It is a straight line with a solder
point on each end. If you have a voltmeter
take a voltage reading from this trace against
the chassis ground. It should read ncar 7 volts.
Mark down this number.

doesn't move with the RIT control! Next. disconnect the power from the radio.
Take the 10k variable resistor and solder the
center lap lead of the resistor to the board at
the +8 solder point. Next take the 6-inch wire
and solder it to either of the two remaining
leads of the variable resistor. Use a sharp 1001
10 break the straight line trace that you JUS!
found. Cui it in the middle of the line if possi
ble. Then solder the free end of the 6·i nch
wire 10 the end of the trace closest 10 the front
of the rad io. The exi sting end so lder point
works nicely for this. This trace line originally
provided voltage only during receive. Since
the 8-v01l source thai we are now lapped into
is there during both receive and transmit. the
control will now change frequency in both
cases.

Connec t the ante nna and power bUI do
not replace the cover yet. Now you have 10 re
set the radio back on frequency. To do this.
you can use a frequency counter. or a local
ha m. Set the RIT (now RIT/X IT) 10 the
center OFF position and adjust the 10k re
sistor to set the radio on the correct frequency.
Have your ham friend transmit on a pre-deter
mined frequency while you set the resistor to
tune them in. Another method would be to use
the voltage reading that you took earlier- you
can just check the center lap of the resis tor
now and set the pot to the original voltage and
yo u will be close to the correct frequency.
Once back on frequency replace the cover,

sc re ws , antenna and
power. At this point. let
me inject a word o f
warning, your frequency
d is play WILL NOT
CHANGE as you use this
new RIT/X IT. So be
careful around the band
edges, don '( get too close
or you may actua lly be
OUI of band!

Now you 're ready to
see how much easier the
rig is to operate. With the
RIT unlocked. I general
ly leave the step size set
to the I kHz posuion ,
tunc c lo se to a " loud
one" and then just use the
RIT/XIT for the fin a l
touch up. You get about
1-1/2 kHz on each side of
the control's center. n's

Figure. Cut tht> trace and Mile 11111 /OJ..l'ut IlJ JhOMII to 1l1l0 M .\OlIr transmufrequencv 10 tract: along 101111 the RIT great! Have fun and I'll
control. see you on 10 meters! iii
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One of my favorite radios is Radio Shack 's
HTX-IOO. I've had a lot of fu n working

OX from my car with this rig. It is also one of
the easiest to modify, if you want to unlock the
RIT.

One of the major drawbacks with a rig of
this class (HR-25 10, HR-2600. HTX- IOO) is
the tuning. There are usually four-step sizes
used when luning to the desi red frequency
1500 kHz. 10 kHz. 1 kHz and 100 cycles). The
5{X) kH z step is rarely used: its main purpose
is to move you from one pan of 10 meters to
another. For ex ample , if you a re
in the CW portion of the band and want to
move to the SSB end. this switch is handy.
The 10kHz ste p tuning can be used when
looking for cornacrs. but you skip over most of
the band. The I kHz step isn' t too bad. but if
the other station is 112 kHz off frequency
ycull have to switch over 10 the 1000-cyete
tuning . Eve n then. the st ation may be 50
cycles off from you. I always find myself us
ing the 10 kHz step 10 find a section of the
band with activity. then swit ching to the
I kHz ste p to pick out a "loud one: ' the n
switching again to the IOO-cycle tun ing to
fine-tune the person in. Many times I still
can't get the station in just right, and there just
isn't any other way to get any closer to their
frequency! Sure. you can usc the rig-s RIT
control to tunc your receiver right on. but then
yoor transm it frequency is still off a bit since it




